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Functional RNA levels are regulated by  
































The RNA exosome is a central player in RNA  































The eukaryotic exosome resembles archaeal  































































































































Structural information regarding Mtr4  
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Mtr4 Protein Expression and Purification  
Strategies  
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Data Collection, Structure Determination,  
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Structure solution of E.coli ACTase using  
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Results and discussion 

Structure determination  
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The bottom surface of Mtr4 is a potential 













































































































































































































Materials and methods 
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CONSERVED FEATURES IN THE MTR4 RATCHET HELIX  
REGULATE RNA HELICASE ACTIVITY 
Abstract 
 Mtr4 is a conserved superfamily-2 RNA helicase that activates the turnover, 
surveillance and processing of nuclear RNAs.  Mtr4 is the largest member of the Trf4-
Air2-Mtr4 polyadenylation (TRAMP) complex which targets and delivers RNA 
substrates to the nuclear exosome for 3’-5’ decay.  Recent studies have shown that the 
polyadenylation activity of Trf4 and RNA unwinding activity of Mtr4 within the TRAMP 
complex is modulated by a sensing mechanism in Mtr4 that detects both length and 
identity of poly(A) tails. However, it is unclear what structural features of Mtr4 
contribute to this sensing function.  Analysis of the sequence and recent x-ray crystal 
structures of Mtr4 reveals significant conservation of ratchet helix residues positioned 
along the RNA binding path.  Although similar conservation patterns are observed 
throughout Ski2-like and DEAH-box helicases, the identity of conserved ratchet helix 
residues is helicase specific.  While it has been proposed that the ratchet helix is 
important for unwinding activity, the role of individual residues along the helix in this 
process has not been investigated.  Here we demonstrate that the residue at the 4th turn of 
the helix (E1033), influences RNA unwinding, RNA functional affinity, and ATPase 
activities.  Finally, when mutated ratchet helix positions confer slow growth phenotypes 
to Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  Our findings demonstrate that E1033 is important for 
helicase activity in vitro, and R1030 and E1033 is important for in vivo Mtr4 function.  
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The conservation observed in other helicases suggests that members of the Ski2-like and 
DEAH-box helicase families may utilize ratchet helix residue identity as a general 
mechanism for regulation of substrate specificity and unwinding rate.  
 
Introduction 
 To maintain correct gene expression in the cell, the integrity of RNA must be 
tightly regulated through RNA processing, turnover and surveillance pathways (Bernstein 
and Toth, 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2008; Lebreton and Seraphin, 2008).  Several disease 
states are linked to defects in these RNA quality control mechanisms, including 
neurodegenerative diseases, congenital diseases and cancer (Astuti et al., 2012; Bruserud, 
2007; Fabre et al., 2012; Nelson and Keller, 2007; Staals and Pruijn, 2011).  The 
eukaryotic exosome, which contains both endonuclease and 3’-5’ exonuclease activities, 
plays a critical role in a wide variety of RNA processing and degradation pathways 
(Allmang et al., 1999; Lykke-Andersen et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 1997; Wolin et al., 
2012). Regulation of this activity involves multiple protein co-factors including the 
nuclear Trf4-Air2-Mtr4 polyadenylation (TRAMP) complex (LaCava et al., 2005; 
Vanacova et al., 2005; Wyers et al., 2005). TRAMP facilitates the 3’-end processing of 
rRNAs, snoRNAs, and snRNAs as well as the degradation of cryptic unstable transcripts 
(CUTs), aberrant RNAs, antisense RNAs, intronic RNAs, several mRNAs and incorrectly 
processed RNAs reviewed in (Anderson and Wang, 2009; Bayne et al., 2007; Houseley 
and Tollervey, 2009; Vanacova and Stefl, 2007; Wolin et al., 2012).  TRAMP is also 
involved in transcriptional regulation, chromatin maintenance and DNA repair (Bayne et 
al., 2007).   
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 TRAMP is composed of a poly(A) polymerase (Trf4 or Trf5) a zinc knuckle RNA 
binding protein (Air2 or Air1) and a Ski2-like RNA helicase (Mtr4) that are conserved 
throughout eukaryotes (LaCava et al., 2005; Vanacova et al., 2005; Wyers et al., 2005). 
Reminiscent of RNA degradation pathways observed in prokaryotes and organelles (Lin-
Chao et al., 2007; Lykke-Andersen et al., 2009), TRAMP promotes 3’-5’ exosomal 
degradation by adding a short 4-5 nt poly(A) tail to the 3’ end of RNA (Jia et al., 2011; 
Wlotzka et al., 2011).  Depletion or mutation of Mtr4 causes a buildup of polyadenylated 
TRAMP substrates, demonstrating that Mtr4 is the fundamental link between TRAMP 
and exosome degradation (Liang et al., 1996; van Hoof et al., 2000). The helicase activity 
of Mtr4 is proposed to resolve secondary structures and remove proteins associated with 
the RNA, thus facilitating delivery of single stranded RNA to the exosome (Anderson 
and Wang, 2009; Houseley and Tollervey, 2009; Lykke-Andersen et al., 2009). 
 Mtr4 binds poly(A) RNA with higher affinity and with a mechanism distinct from 
that employed to bind random sequences (Bernstein et al., 2008; Bernstein et al., 2010).  
Mtr4-substrate interactions are dynamic and are dependent on substrate length and the 
presence of nucleotide.  The ability of Mtr4 to distinguish poly(A) from non-(A) 
substrates in the absence of nucleotide is enhanced 10-fold as the length of the RNA 
strand decreases to 5 nucleotides, the minimal Mtr4 binding site (Bernstein et al., 2010).  
Notably, two studies in vitro by Jia et al demonstrate that not only does Mtr4 show an 
unwinding preference to substrates with poly(A) tail overhangs one binding site (5-6nt) 
long (Jia et al., 2012),  the polyadenylation activity of TRAMP is restricted by Mtr4 to 
maintain this optimal tail length in targeted RNAs (Jia et al., 2011). Furthermore, a UV 
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crosslinking study in yeast recently determined that Trf4 substrates contain an average 
poly(A) tail length of ~5 nt, supporting the conclusion that poly(A) tail length is 
regulated in vivo.   Mtr4 contains a fine tuned mechanism that senses the number and 
identity of 3’ end poly(A) tracts through a distinct binding mode which modulates the 
polymerase and unwinding activities of TRAMP.  However, it is unclear how Mtr4 
senses the length and identity of the sequence, and how this sensing is coupled to 
unwinding. 
 Recent crystal structures of Mtr4, including apo and RNA-bound forms, and 
several related Ski2-like and DEAH-box helicase structures provide insight into the 
general features employed by these helicase families to bind and translocate along nucleic 
acid substrates (Buttner et al., 2007; Halbach et al., 2012; He et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 
2010; Oyama et al., 2009; Richards et al., 2008; Walbott et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2010; 
Zhang et al., 2008). Although each helicase exhibits unique features and accessory 
domains, they all contain a common core structure composed of two RecA domains 
(Mtr4 domains 1 and 2), a winged helix domain (domain 3) and a 7-8 helix bundle 
domain (domain 4) (Woodman and Bolt, 2011).  In the case of the Ski2-like RNA 
helicase Brr2, two helicase cores are connected in tandem, with the first core being more 
relevant to in vitro and in vivo function (Pena et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). The RecA 
domains contain conserved sequence motifs that bind nucleic acid, and bind and 
hydrolyze ATP (Singleton et al., 2007). The Hel308 DNA helicase structure bound to 
duplex DNA indicates that a beta-hairpin within the second RecA domain facilitates 
strand splitting as the nucleic acid enters the helicase core (Buttner et al., 2007). The 3’ 
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single stranded nucleic acid then traverses the RecA domains and interacts with domain 4 
before exiting the helicase at the base. Multiple interactions are observed with domain 4, 
particularly along the “ratchet helix” where nucleotides stack with W599 and R592 in a 
manner that is thought to facilitate DNA translocation (Buttner et al., 2007). Not 
surprisingly, deletion of domain 4 abolishes helicase activity in Hel308 (Buttner et al., 
2007), and the analogous mutation in Mtr4 is inviable in vivo (Holub et al., 2012). Also, 
point mutations in domain 4 of Mtr4 and other Ski2-like helicases have conferred slow 
growth phenotypes and loss of in vitro activity (Liang et al., 1996; Pena et al., 2009; 
Small et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009).  However, although domain 4 appears to play an 
important role in helicase activity, a mechanistic description of domain 4 function is 
lacking, particularly for Ski2-like RNA helicases.  
 In an effort to better characterize the Mtr4 RNA binding path, we have 
investigated amino acid residues along the ratchet helix of domain 4. Sequence and 
structural analysis reveals discrete conservation patterns in Mtr4, Ski2-like and DEAH-
box helicases. Mutagenesis studies demonstrate that E1033 plays an important role in 
sequence recognition and helicase activity. In vivo analysis further underscores the 
importance of ratchet helix residues for cellular function. These data suggest that residues 
along the ratchet helix provide a mechanism for regulating helicase activity and 










Structural analysis of the Mtr4 RNA binding path reveals modes of RNA substrate 
binding distinct from that observed in Hel308 
 
 In the RNA-bound structure of Mtr4, two molecules are observed in the 
asymmetric unit (Weir et al., 2010). In both molecules, a 5nt pol(A) RNA interacts with 
the canonical helicase motifs of the RecA domains 1 and 2 through multiple phosphate 
backbone interactions, similar to that observed in Hel308 (Figure 4-1A and 4-1B) 
(Buttner et al., 2007). Domain 4 is positioned on the opposite side of the RNA and 
interacts directly with the nucleotide bases. The primary base interactions are with E947, 
located on the end of a loop, and R1026, R1030 and E1033, which occupy one face of the 
ratchet helix. Notably, each of these base interactions are mediated through hydrogen 
bonds, whereas the analogous interactions in Hel308 generally involve base stacking 
(Figure 4-1A and 4-1B). The direct protein-nucleotide base interactions observed in the 
Mtr4 crystal structure suggest that the function of the ratchet helix may not be restricted 
to RNA translocation (by analogy to Hel308), but may also involve RNA sequence 
recognition.   
Ratchet helix residues are conserved in  
Ski2-like/DExH-box helicases  
 We next examined the conservation of the residues along the ratchet helix for the 
Ski2-like Mtr4, Ski2, Brr2, Hel308 helicases and the DEAH-box Prp22 and Prp43 
helicases (Pena et al., 2009; Walbott et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008). 












Figure 4-1. Conserved ratchet helix residues interact with nucleic acid. (A) The DNA-
bound Hel308 structure (PDB 2P6R) colored by domains.  Inset image highlights the pi 
stacking interactions of ratchet helix residuesW499 and R592 shown as sticks with bases 
of ssDNA.  (B) The RNA-bound Mtr4 structure (PDB 2XGJ) molecule A is colored by 
domains.  Inset helix-bundle domain (domain 4) residues that interact with poly-A RNA 
are shown as sticks, molecule B aligned residues and RNA bases are colored cyan and 
light blue respectively.  (C) Alignment and conservation scores (calculated using 
Consurf) of Archeal Hel308 and Eukaryotic Mtr4 ratchet helix sequences. Conservation 
is colored strictly conserved as orange, to variable as white. Extensive conservation at 
helical turn 4 is highlighted with an arrow. Alignment of Hel308 includes the sequence 
crystal structure homologs and 7 other archeal sequences ( A.ful, Archaeoglobus 
fulgidus; S.sul, Sulfolobus solfataricus; P.fur, Pyrococcus furiosus; P.hor, 
Pyrococcushorikoshi; A.ven, Archaeoglobus fulgidus; F. pla, Ferroglobus placidus; 
M.the, Methanosaeta thermophila S.hel, Staphylothermus hellenicus; T.vol, 
Thermoplasma volcanium P.aci, Candidatus Parvarchaeum acidophilus; M.kan, 
Methanopyrus kandleri )  Alignment of Mtr4 includes 10 model eukaryotic species(S.cer, 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae; S.pom, Schizosaccharomyces pombe; N.cra, Neurospora 
crassa; H.sap, Homo sapiens; M.mus, Mus musculus; D.rer, Danio rerio; 
D.mel, Drosophila melanogaster; C.ele, Caenorhabditis elegans; M.bre, Monosiga 
brevicollis; A.tha, Arabidopsis thaliana).  (D) Conservation of Ski2-like and DEAH-box 
helicases are mapped onto a ratchet helix cartoon depicting the observed sequences. The 
sequence placement of the S1 ratchet of Brr2 was performed using our prediction (see 
supplementary methods and supplementary figure 1.)  Extensive conservation at helical 







(archaeal sequences were used for Hel308) (Larkin et al., 2007). Conservation scores 
were calculated using the ConSurf server (Ashkenazy et al., 2010). Extensive 
conservation is observed along the entire ratchet helix for the Ski2-like RNA helicases 
(Mtr4, Ski2 and Brr2) (Figure 4-1C). Less conservation is observed for Hel308 and the 
DEAH-box RNA helicases Prp22 and Prp43 (Figure 4-1C and 4-1D). In the case of 
Hel308, position W599 is the only strictly conserved ratchet helix residue observed to 
interact with nucleic acid. The conserved residues observed at the N-termini of each helix 
are involved in interactions with domain 2 and do not interact directly with nucleic acid. 
 Significantly, no residue along the ratchet helix is universally conserved across all 
helicases, but conservation patterns are clearly evident. The most striking feature is that 
the fourth turn of the ratchet helix (counting from the N-terminus) is strictly conserved in 
a helicase specific manner. Mtr4 and Ski2 always have a glutamate at that position 
(E1033 in Mtr4; E1247 in Ski2), Brr2 has an arginine (R1107), Prp22 and Prp43 have a 
glutamine (Q1081 in Prp22; Q622 in Prp43), and Hel308 has a tryptophan (W599). 
Among the Ski2-like RNA helicases, we note similar conservation patterns at the second 
and third turns of the ratchet helix. In the case of Mtr4, both positions are always 
arginines (R1026 and R1030).  
 
E1033 is important for Mtr4 unwinding activity   
 The interaction of R1030 and E1033 with RNA observed in the Mtr4 structures 
combined with the strong conservation at each of these positions in Ski2-like RNA 
helicases suggested that these residues might be important for Mtr4 activity.  To assess 
the role of these residues for Mtr4 helicase activity, we mutated each position in S. 
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cerevisiae Mtr4 to alanine (R1030A, E1033A).  E1033 was also mutated to tryptophan 
(E1033W) to mimic the sequence observed in Hel308. Unwinding assays were performed 
with E1033 mutants. Pre-steady-state unwinding assays and calculations were performed 
using protocols described by Jia and colleagues (Jia et al., 2012).  The assay detects the 
displacement of a 32P labeled top strand from complementary bottom strand with a 3’ 
single-stranded extension of 6 nt. 
 The E1033A protein demonstrated a greater instantaneous unwinding rate 
constant (kunw) for the polyadenylated substrate (poly(A) at 800 nM protein as compared 
to wild-type Mtr4 (Figure 4-2A and 4-2B).  However, E1033W showed significantly less 
unwinding activity than wild-type with the same substrate (Figure 4-2B).  Instantaneous 
unwinding rate constants (kunw) at several concentrations were then determined for 
E1033A and E1033W to obtain a true strand-separation rate constant (kmax) (Figure 4-2C 
and Table 4-1).  Compared to wild-type, the E1033A mutation caused an increase in kmax 
and the E1033W a decrease in kmax. 
 To examine potential RNA sequence effects on the enhanced unwinding of the 
E1033A mutant, we determined unwinding rate constants for a non-polyadenylated 
substrate (non(A)) (Jia et al., 2012) and for a CCACCA sequence (Figure 2A).  E1033A 
had a greater kmax than wild type for both the poly(A) and non(A) substrates, with a 
preference for poly(A) (4-2D). We also observe a weaker functional affinity (K1/2) in the 
E1033A mutant for both the poly(A ) and non(A) substrate when compared to wild-type 













Figure 4-2.  Unwinding assays of ratchet helix point mutants. (A) The three RNA 
substrates used in this study with identical 16bp duplex and variable 3’end overhangs.   
(B)  Representative time course of fraction unwound values of wild type (WT), E1033A, 
and E1033W Mtr4 enzymes with poly(A) RNA and PAGE (inset) Mtr4 wild type.  
Determination of all kinetic constants is described in the materials and methods section 
see Table 4-1 for all kinetic values. (C) Unwinding rates of poly(A) RNA plotted against 
enzyme concentration.  Error bars represent calculated error from helicase curve fitting 
calculations. (D) Unwinding curves of wild type Mtr4 and E1033A with different RNA 
substrates as described in A. (E) Functional affinity (K1/2) is plotted against the 









Table 4-1. Unwinding and dissociation constants of Mtr4 constructsa 
Enzyme Amplitude kunw 800nM kmax (min-1) K ½ (nM) Kd (µM) 
WT 0.76 + 0.03 0.32 + 0.06 0.43 + 0.04 201 + 64 9.5 + 0.5 
E1033A 0.85 + 0.03 0.58 + 0.11 0.99 + 0.08 620 + 111 7.9 + 0.5 
E1033W 0.57 + 0.05 0.15 + 0.05 0.21 + 0.07 484 + 360 10.7 + 0.5 
       aMethodologies and equations used to derive kinetic constants are found in the 
materials and methods section. 
 
 
or the poly(A) substrate over the non(A) as observed by Jia et al (Jia et al., 2012). 
However, this may be due to slight differences in experimental design or a higher degree 
of error in our data. Regardless, our data clearly demonstrate that the increased 
unwinding rates for E1033A with the poly(A) and non(A) RNAs come at the expense of 
functional affinity for the substrate. Surprisingly, neither wild-type or E1033A were able 
to unwind the CCACCA substrate to any substantial degree, suggesting that the sensing 
mechanism for substrates may be more complex than simply distinguishing between a 
poly(A) or non(A) sequence.   
 
Mutation of E1033 has minimal impact on  
substrate binding  
  To assess whether mutation of E1033 affected substrate binding, we determined 
dissociation constants (Kd) of the RNA substrates with wild type and mutant Mtr4 
proteins using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA).  For each protein, we 
observed similar binding constants towards poly(A) RNA (Table 4-1).  The dissociation 
constants of non(A) and CCACCA substrates with the Mtr4 proteins showed no distinct 
differences from those observed with poly(A) (data not shown). Although these 
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calculated dissociation constants are statistically different from one another the 
magnitude of the distinction is small, and it is unclear if any true differences in RNA 
substrate binding are caused by E1033 mutation. 
 
E1033 influences ATPase enhancement at  
subsaturating RNA levels 
  Previous studies have shown the RNA-dependent ATPase activity of Mtr4 is 
enhanced differently based on RNA nucleic acid sequence (Bernstein et al., 2008; 
Bernstein et al., 2010). In order to determine how ratchet helix point mutants influenced 
ATPase activity, we monitored the release of inorganic phosphate [Pi] from ATP in the 
presence of Mtr4 proteins and RNA substrates using a colorimetric Malachite Green 
Assay (Bernstein et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2010).  At sub-saturating levels of RNA (40 
nM) wild type Mtr4 showed an enhancement of over two fold with poly(A) substrate, one 
and a half fold enhancement for the non-A substrate, and no enhancement for the 
CCACCA substrate (Figure 4-3).  At 40nM of RNA neither E1033A  nor E1033W (data 
not shown) demonstrated enhanced ATPase activity.  Thus, at subsaturating RNA levels 
mutation of E1033 disrupts the ability of RNA to enhance ATPase activity. At saturating 
levels of RNA (400nM) all Mtr4 constructs, including R1030A, showed RNA induced 
ATPase enhancement (data not shown), indicating that the mutagenesis did not 
completely disrupt the RNA-dependent ATPase activity but did influence the sensitivity 






R1030 and E1033 are important for Mtr4  
function in vivo  
 
  After determining that the E1033 residue plays a significant role in Mtr4 helicase 
activity in vitro, we wanted to explore how mutation at ratchet helix positions affected 
Mtr4 function in vivo.   Mutants mtr4-R1030A, E1033A, E1033W and double mutant of 
mtr4-R1030A/E1033A were constructed, serially diluted, and tested for viability at 20, 30 
and 37 degrees Celsius. Complementation with plasmid containing wild type MTR4 was  
 
 
Figure 4-3. RNA-dependent ATPase enhancement   (A) An EMSA derived fraction 
bound plotted against Mtr4 concentration for wild type Mtr4 with labeled polyA RNA 
substrate.  The equation used to fit the data is θ = [E]/[E] + Kd, [E] where θ is the fraction 
of bound RNA/total RNA and Kd, [E] = dissociation constant. (B) A bar graph displaying 
calculated dissociation constants. Observed Kd is as follows: Kd, WT = 9.5 + 0.5 nM, Kd, 
E1033A = 7.9 + 0.5 nM, Kd, E1033W = 10.7 + 0.5 nM (C) RNA-dependent ATPase fold 





used as a positive control, whereas mtr4-archless and mtr4-D262A/E263A mutants were 
used to demonstrate a slow growth phenotype and an active site knockout respectively.  
The ratchet helix mutations confer a slow growth phenotype at all temperatures tested, 
demonstrating that these residues are important for Mtr4 function in vivo (Figure 4-4).   
At 30 degrees, the growth defect appears to be most pronounced for the R1030A  
mutation. This greater growth defect is surprisingly suppressed by the E1033A mutation 
as seen in the mtr4-R1030A/E1033A double mutant. Interestingly, at 37 degrees growth 
defects are even more pronounced and the pattern appears to change with E1033W and 
the R1030A/E1033A double mutant mimicking the R1030A mutant. Regardless of 




Figure 4-4. Growth complementation of an Mtr4 knockout strain by ratchet helix 
mutants.  Shown is observed slow growth phenotypes of the ratchet helix mutants.  The 
R1030A displays the slowest growth out of the helix mutant residues.  Mtr4-archless is 






observed at single sites suggesting that defect caused by each ratchet helix mutation 




 Previous studies have shown that Mtr4 preferentially unwinds substrates with a 
short polyadenylated 3’ overhang (Jia et al., 2012). Kinetic analyses of Mtr4-RNA 
binding have demonstrated that Mtr4 adopts different conformational states when binding 
polyadenylated and non-polyadenylated RNA substrates (Bernstein et al., 2010). 
However, the molecular basis for this differential binding is unclear. In an effort to 
identify the site of sequence recognition by Mtr4 we carefully examined the RNA 
binding path observed in the 5nt RNA-bound form of the Mtr4 structure. Several residues 
were identified in domain 4 along the ratchet helix and a neighboring loop that directly 
interacts with the RNA bases. Significantly, these interactions are mediated through 
hydrogen bonding in a potentially sequence-specific manner, as opposed to the non-
discriminatory base stacking observed in the Hel308 DNA helicase structure. Sequence 
conservation analysis further revealed more extensive conservation along the ratchet 
helix of Mtr4 and other Ski2-like RNA helicases than exists for Hel308 or the more 
distantly related DEAH/ RHA-box helicases. Although the sequence identity varies for 
each helicase, several positions along the ratchet helix are strictly conserved, in 
particular, the residue at the 4th turn of the ratchet helix (E1033 in Mtr4). 
 Preliminary in vitro and in vivo analysis of E1033 mutants confirmed that the 
conserved RNA binding position plays an important role in Mtr4 function.  Residue 
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identity clearly influences unwinding, for three different residues (E1033A, E1033W and 
wild type) at this position demonstrate three different unwinding profiles. Ski2-like and 
DEAH/RHA-box helicase share a common four domain scaffold, yet target divergent 
substrates (Cordin et al., 2012).  It is possible that the residue identity at the fourth turn of 
the ratchet helix may impact substrate specificity and conservation of various residue 
types is a reflection of targeted substrates. 
 In the case of Mtr4, the ratchet helix is implicated in the poly(A) sensing 
mechanism.  Indeed, both E1033 mutants showed a loss of functional specificity for 
poly(A) RNA as well as non(A), suggesting that E1033 may be important for sensing 
substrate characteristics.  Mutation of  E1033 disrupts Mtr4 sensitivity to the presence of 
RNA in subsaturating ATPase enhancement assay, supporting a hypothesis that E1033 
helps detect sequence.   
 Although these studies implicate that E1033 may be involved in sensing substrate 
features, it is clear that E1033 could not act alone to sense the full length and sequence of 
the 3’ end.  Other residues that lie on the RNA bind path including other ratchet residues 
are likely involved in the sensing mechanism. In vivo studies showed that ratchet helix 
residue R1030 is also important for Mtr4 function and current in vitro work with the 
enzyme will soon elucidate the kinetic parameters of this residue.  An interesting result of 
the in vitro studies is that the double mutant R1030A/E1033A did not cause an additive 
growth defect demonstrating that both residues are likely acting on the same pathway.  
This supports the idea that R1030 may also be involved in sensing strand identity.   
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 The sensing mechanism of the poly(A) tail is important to Mtr4 and TRAMP 
function.  However, to unwind and effectively deliver substrates to the RNA exosome a 
processive mode of substrate binding must also exist in Mtr4 that would allow 
translocation across a variety of RNAs independent of sequence.  It is possible that the 
differences observed between the DNA bound structure of Hel308 and the RNA bound 
structure of Mtr4 demonstrates sensing (Mtr4) and processive (Hel308) modes of 
binding.  The large residues of the Mtr4 ratchet helix, including R1030 and E1033 are 
amenable to pi stacking and may switch from a RNA sensing mode that involves specific 
hydrogen bonds with base atoms to a processive state in which the residues pi stack with 
any incoming base. Furthermore it has been shown that Mtr4 loses its preference for 
poly(A) sequence in the presence of specific nucleotide analogs (Bernstein et al., 2010), 
suggesting that nucleotide binding may cause conformational changes within the core 
that cause a shift from each mode of binding. Although this model is feasible and the 
characteristics of the ratchet helix residues are capable of such a mechanism future 
experimentation is required to confirm these hypotheses. 
 A surprising result of this work was that the CCACCA overhang was observed to 
not unwind to any substantial degree in wild type or the E1033A mutant suggesting that 
unwinding preferences may not be as straight forward as simply selecting a poly(A) 
tailed over non(A). Continued studies probing how sequence characteristics of RNA 
substrates modulate the activity of Mtr4 will great aid in understanding the fundamental 
question of how are RNA substrates selected for decay.    
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 Here we provide an initial framework for understanding the molecular details of 
the poly(A) sensing mechanism and the role of ratchet helix residues of Mtr4 in RNA 
substrate targeting and unwinding.  
 
Materials and methods 
 
Structural analysis and Conservation Scoring  
of Ski2-like and DEAH-box helicases 
 The helix-bundle domain (domain 4) of archeal Hel308 (pdb 2P6R) (Buttner et 
al., 2007) was used as bait in a DALI search (Holm and Rosenstrom, 2010) to find 
structures containing a helix-bundle domain with associated ratchet helix.  Conservation 
of eukaryotic helicases was determined by multiple sequence alignment of model 
organisms in Clustal W (Larkin et al., 2007) and conservation scoring with the ConSurf 
server (Ashkenazy et al., 2010).  For the archaeal Ski2-like DNA helicase Hel308, 98 
archaeal sequences were retrieved and scored using the ConSurf server.  ConSurf scores 
of 10, 9, and 8 were considered conserved. 
 
Mutagenesis, Protein Expression and  
Protein Purification  
  Point mutants of Mtr4 were made using a modified version of the QuikChange 
(Agilent) site directed mutagenesis procedure. The expression and purification of Mtr4 
and mutant Mtr4 proteins was carried out as performed in (Jackson et al., 2010) No 
differences in expression or purification were observed between the mutants and wild-
type protein.   Protein concentration was determined using a NanoDrop 
spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher) and calculated extinction coefficients.   
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RNA substrate Design and Purification  
  The RNA substrates were designed to mimic unwinding substrates used in the 
recent study by Jia and colleagues (Jia et al., 2011). Three 22 nucleotide ssRNAs (bottom 
strand), each with a unique 3’ end were incubated independently with a 
complementary16 nucleotide ssRNA (top strand) at 95°C for 10 minutes after which 
samples were slowly annealed to room temperature.   
 For the unwinding assay and EMSA, the 16 nucleotide top strand was 
radiolabeled with γ32P ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase and quenched by heating to 
95°C before annealing. The RNA substrates were purified by native PAGE, gel 
extraction and ethanol precipitation. All RNAs used in this study were purchased from 
Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The substrate sequences are as follows with duplex 
regions underlined:  R16 (top strand of all three substrates) = 
5’AGCACCGUAAAGACGC3’, R22A (polyA overhang) = 
5’GCGUCUUUACGGUGCUUAAAAA3’, R22R (random overhang) = 
5’GCGUCUUUACGGUGCUUGCCUG3’, CCA = 
5’GCGUCUUUACGGUGCUCCACCA3’.  
 
Unwinding Assay  
  Assays were performed essentially as described by Jia et al (Jia et al., 2012).  A 
radiolabeled 16 nucleotide top strand is displaced over time when incubated with Mtr4 
and ATP.  Reactions were carried out at 30°C in a controlled water bath.  The buffer used 
was 40mM MOPS pH 6.5, 100mM NaCl, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5% glycerol, 0.01% NP-40 
substitute, 2mM DTT, and 1 U/µl of Ribolock (ThermoFisher).  Reactions were allowed 
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to incubate for 5 minutes with ~0.2 nM RNA (final concentration) and indicated 
concentration of Mtr4 or Mtr4 mutant protein. Reactions were initiated by the addition of 
equimolar ATP and MgCl2 at a final concentration of 2mM.  At specified time points, 
aliquots of the reaction were removed and quenched at a 1:1 ratio with buffer containing 
1% SDS, 5mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 0.1% bromophenol blue and 0.1% xylene cyanol.  
Aliquots were run on a native 15% TBE polyacrylamide gel at 100V for 115 minutes.  
Radioactivity was visualized as performed previously (Jackson et al., 2010). Gels were 
wrapped in cellophane and exposed to x-ray film.  Film was developed and then 
quantified using multi-gauge software.  Calculations of the observed rate constants (kobs), 
annealing constants (kann ), unwinding constants (kunw) and amplitudes (A) were 
performed by fitting the curve to the data collected in triplicate.  The equation used was 
that employed previously (Jackson et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008) 
(Fraction unwound = A(1-exp(-kobs·t)), kobs = kunw + kann, A = kunw + kann / kunw).  Curve 
fits to the unwinding data were also fit as one curve to all data collected in triplicate. The 
curve fits used are the same as found in (Jia et al., 2012), and are best fits using the 
equation,( kunw=kmax, E  [E]/[E] + K1/2, E) where [E]is enzyme concentration, K1/2 is 
functional affinity and kmax, E is the unwinding rate constant at enzyme saturation. 
 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA)  
 Reactions were incubated in the identical buffer used in the unwinding assay with 
~0.2 nM RNA, equimolar MgCl2 and AMP-PNP (2mM), and varying concentration of 
enzyme for 15 minutes at 30°C in a controlled water bath. Non-denaturing dye (20% 
glycerol, 0.1% bromophenol blue and 0.1% xylene cyanol) was added at a 1:1 ratio and 
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samples were run on a native TBE 15% polyacrylamide gel at 100V for 115 minutes.  
Radioactivity was visualized the same as the unwinding assays.  The dissociation 
constant (Kd) was determined by fitting the data to the equation  θ = [E]/[E] + Kd, [E] 
where θ is the fraction of bound RNA/total RNA and Kd, [E] = dissociation constant.  
 
ATPase activity assay  
 The release of inorganic phosphate [Pi] after ATP hydrolysis was determined 
using the colorimetric malachite green assay performed previously (Jackson et al., 2010) 
Reaction mixtures (550 µL) containing the same final buffer components and 
concentrations as that used in the unwinding assays and EMSAs, 40 nM or 400 nM of 
RNA substrates, and 300 nM of Mtr4 or Mtr4 mutant protein. Reactions were initiated by 
the addition of equimolar ATP and MgCl2 (final concentration 2mM). At indicated time 
points 100 µl were removed from the reaction and added to 200 µL of malachite green 
solution. Change in absorbance at 620 nm was observed using a VERSAmax tunable 
microplate reader (Molecular Devices). The absorbance values of a known [Pi] standard 
were used to convert observed ATPase absorbance values into [Pi] µM. The 
instantaneous reaction rate ([Pi] μM min-1) was calculated by fitting a linear trend line to 
determined values of time points. Fold enhancement values were calculated by dividing 
the rate of inorganic phosphate release in the presence of RNA by the rate values 
determined from reactions with no RNA. 
 The malachite green solution was prepared as performed previously (Jackson et 
al., 2010) 1 volume of 4.2 % (w/v) ammonium molybdate in 4 M HCl was added to 3 




 The plasmids for expression of Mtr4-wild-type or Mtr4-ratchet helix mutants 
contained the same upstream promoter and downstream sequence as used previously 
(Jackson et al., 2010).  The same wild type MTR4 expression plasmids pAv673 (a URA3 
CEN plasmid; (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)), and pAv675 (a LEU2 CEN plasmid; 
(Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)) were used as in (Jackson et al., 2010).  Plasmids expressing 
ratchet helix mutants are simply point mutants of pAv675. 
 
Yeast methods  
 A n MTR4 deletion strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae complemented with a 
URA3 selectable marker containing MTR4-wild-type copy plasmid was transformed with 
MTR4-wild-type or MTR4-ratchet helix mutant plasmids.  Resulting transformants were 
grown in Synthetic Complete-LEU (SC-LEU) liquid media overnight at 20°C 30°C and 
37°C to test if the mutation caused growth defects.  Liquid cultures were serial diluted 
fivefold and spotted onto control plates (SC-LEU) or 5-fluoro-orotic acid (5-FOA; to 
counter against the MTR4-wild-type plasmid containing URA3 selectable marker). 
 
Software  
 Pymol was used to align helicase structures and make figures.  Kaleidagraph 
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
Summary 
 The Ski2-like RNA helicase Mtr4 is a conserved and essential protein that is 
necessary for proper RNA quality control, RNA processing and gene regulation in 
eukaryotes.  Mtr4 acts as a vital member of large multiprotein complexes, including the 
TRAMP complex, to activate 3’ end decay of RNA substrates by the exosome. Central to 
TRAMP function is the Mtr4 poly(A) tail sensing mechanism that regulates both Trf4 
polymerase and Mtr4 unwinding activities.   
 A strong foundation for understanding the role of Mtr4 function in exosome 
activation and TRAMP regulation has been established by this work.  The first x-ray 
crystal structure of Mtr4 was determined (Chapter 3) (Jackson et al., 2010) which 
revealed that Mtr4 contains a four domain core (domains include RecA1, RecA2, winged 
helix and ratchet domain) observed in other Ski2-like and DEAH/RHA-box helicases.  
The helicase core contains all the features observed in the structure of the DNA helicase 
Hel308 that is implicated in processive strand unwinding, namely, the conserved motifs 
of the RecA domains, the β-hairpin and the ratchet helix.   
 The structural similarity between Mtr4 and other Ski2-like helicases was obscured 
from sequence analysis by the presence of a large arch-like domain inserted within the 
winged helix.  The arch is poised directly above the putative RNA entry site, suggesting 
that it may interact with structured regions of RNA. Indeed, the Arch domain binds 
hypomodified tRNA and pre-rRNA (Figure 6-1).  Removal of the arch domain does not 
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disrupt ATPase, RNA unwinding or TRAMP forming capabilities in vitro (Chapter 3 and 
data not shown) but does impact exosome activation in vivo. In S. cerevisiae an mtr4-
archless mutant displayed impaired growth and the inability to activate some functions of 
the exosome.  A buildup of rRNA processing intermediates 5.8S + 30 rRNA and 5’ ETS 
was observed in the mtr4-archless strain resembling that of an Rrp6 knockout, suggesting 
an interaction between Rrp6 and the arch domain.   
 Conservation analysis demonstrated that the surface of the putative RNA exit site 
is highly conserved in Mtr4 and its cytosolic homolog Ski2, suggesting a common 
helicase-exosome interface. Further experimentation is required to explore the possible 
structural interactions between Mtr4 and the RNA exosome. 
 A second Mtr4 structure bound to RNA and ADP (Weir et al., 2010) confirmed 
that Mtr4 RNA binding is analogous to that observed in the Hel308 structure and 
provided an opportunity for comparison of apo and substrate bound Mtr4 structures.  
Structure and conservation studies of Mtr4 and other Ski2-like and DEAH/Box helicases 
identified conserved residues along the ratchet helix likely involved in RNA unwinding 
(Chapter 4).   
 Significantly, the residue of the 4th turn of the ratchet helix is identically 
conserved through all helicases known to contain a ratchet helix, although residue 
identity is variable helicase to helicase.  Mutagenic studies of this position (E1033) in 
Mtr4 demonstrated that the identity of the residue directly influences in vitro unwinding 
rate constants, does not impact substrate binding but is involved in RNA dependent 
ATPase enhancement (Chapter 4).  The E1033A mutant displayed an increased, and the 
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E1033W mutant displayed a decreased unwinding rate constant compared to wild-type 
Mtr4 on a 16 bp substrate with a 6 nt poly(A) overhang. Interestingly, the functional 
affinity for the poly(A) substrate was less than that observed in wild-type for both 
mutants suggesting that E1033 may act to sense features of the poly(A) tail.  Further 
studies of the residues along the RNA binding path are currently underway and are 
described in more detail below.  These studies aim to determine the molecular features 
and mechanisms utilized by Mtr4 to sense the identity of RNA substrates and translate 
sequence characteristics into enhancement of Mtr4 unwinding and modulation of Trf4 
polymerization. 
 The Mtr4 apo and substrate bound structures provide the greatest amount of 
structural information regarding Ski2-like RNA helicases available to date.  Within 
Chapter 5 we have reviewed the structural similarities between Ski2-like RNA helicases 
and highlight the conformational changes observed in Mtr4 upon substrate binding. 
Notably, analysis of conformational differences between Mtr4 structures illuminates the 
role of the winged helix domain as a molecular hub that coordinates domain motions 
within the helicase during RNA interaction events. Because of its central location, the 
winged helix domain is a prime target for interactions that might modify/regulate Mtr4 
activity such as posttranslational modifications or protein-protein interactions.  A 
common theme among all Ski2-like RNA helicases is their association with large protein 
complexes.  Mtr4 is a member of several exosome activating complexes (TRAMP4, 
TRAMP5, NEXT and FFC), and the cytosolic homolog of Mtr4, Ski2, forms the 
exosome activating Ski complex (Chapter 5).  The common catalytic denominator 
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between all these assemblies is a Ski2-like helicase with an arch domain.  How these 
complexes assemble and how Mtr4 activity is employed to activate the exosome remains 
to be determined through future biochemical and structural studies.    
 The structural, conservational and biochemical analysis of Mtr4 described in this 
dissertation has provided a strong molecular framework for studies aimed at exploring 
Mtr4 activity and its fundamental role in RNA processing and surveillance.  However, 
many molecular details of Mtr4 function remain unanswered.  The foremost unanswered 
questions are: How are RNA substrates that require decay selected over functional 
RNAs?  How does Mtr4 act on RNAs during translocation and/or RNA sensing?  What 
features of Mtr4 are required for assembly into larger complexes? How does Mtr4 
activate the exosome?  The future directions that should be pursued along with 
descriptions of existing preliminary data and relevant citations are described below.   
 
Future directions 
How does Mtr4 specifically interact with RNA?   
 The alignment of the Mtr4 structure the DNA bound Hel308 structure (Chapter 3) 
provided the first insight of how Mtr4 might bind to an RNA substrate (Buttner et al., 
2007).  Although the RNA bound Mtr4 structure does reveal some details regarding Mtr4 
binding, the single stranded 5 nt long oligo(A) observed in the density only provides 
binding information for the RecA folds and a few residues of the ratchet domain (Weir et 
al., 2010).   To obtain information regarding strand splitting and interactions of duplex 
substrate with the arch domain, a crystal structure of Mtr4 with a structured RNA 
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substrate such as a tRNA or rRNA would be ideal.  Efforts to produce Mtr4-RNA crystals 
have been carried out with some promising outcomes (Figure 6-2).   
 Crystallization trials of Mtr4 with structured nucleic acid promise future 
structures. In an attempt to produce RNA at the quality and quantity required for 
crystallization trials, an in vitro transcription reaction protocol for tRNAimet , pre-rRNA 
and other RNAs was developed (Chapter 2).  Several Mtr4 constructs bind these 
structured RNAs (Figure 6-1) and preliminary crystal screens have been attempted with 
tRNAimet and Mtr4 constructs, although no crystals have been observed to date. 
  The difficulty in obtaining crystals may be due to heterogeneity of the 3’ and 5’ 
ends. Often heterogeneous ends of RNA substrates inhibit crystal formation and/or 
growth. The remediation to homogenous substrates greatly improves the possibilities of 
crystal production with RNA (Doudna, 1997). The Rob Batey and James Kieft labs have 
created plasmids and optimized a RNA native affinity purification method that produces 
RNAs with homogenous ends (Batey and Kieft, 2007; Kieft and Batey, 2004).  This 
method incorporates a stem loop into the transcribed RNA that follows a glmS 
ribosozyme used to cleave the RNA in a homogenous manner at the 3’ end.  The stem 
loop is recognized by a His-tagged MS2/MBP protein.  Transcribed RNA is purified by 
incubating the RNA substrate with His-tagged MS2/MBP protein over Ni-resin.  The 
RNA is bound at the stem loop by MS2/MBP and the unwanted products of transcription 
are washed from the resin.  The RNA is eluted by treating the ribozyme with 





Figure 6-1. The core and fist of Mtr4 bind structured RNA. (A) Mtr4 full length, archless 
and fist proteins were incubated with 32P labeled tRNAimet at concentrations of 0.45 µM, 
1.5 µM, 45 µM and 150 µM after which samples were run on a 15% polyacrylamide gel.  
Binding to Mtr4 is observed as a shift in position on the gel and is indicated left. (B) 
Samples were prepared and run on a polyacrylamide gel as in A except that a 32P labeled 
rRNA substrate was used. 
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plasmids for the expression and purification of the MS2/MBP protein as well as the 
transcription vector carrying the stem loop and ribozyme sequence.  The method remains 
to be tested in the lab but promises to yield large volumes of pure RNA with homogenous 
3’ ends. 
 It has been shown by the Conti lab (Weir et al., 2010) and our lab (Figure 6-1) 
that full length, archless and fist Mtr4 constructs can bind structured RNAs.  
Crystallization trials with RNA and Mtr4 constructs, including the fist of Mtr4 have been 
attempted, although many more avenues of trial with Mtr4 constructs and RNA species 
remain to be probed.   
 Mtr4 crystallizes in the presence of nucleic acid. It is encouraging to note that full 
length Mtr4 has produced several crystal forms in the presence of RNA (Chapter 2, Table 
2-1).  The most promising of these preliminary crystals are those of Mtr4 with a DNA 
hairpin (see Chapter 2 for methods) because they are reproducible, behave reasonably 
well in cryosolution and diffracts x-rays (10-20 Å).  Mtr4-DNA hairpin crystals are 
grown in 0.1 M SPG (succinic acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, and Glycine) buffer at 
pH 8-9 and 25% PEG 1500 at a 1:1 protein:well solution ratio.  Analysis of the crystals 
showed that degradation was occurring during the crystallization process (Figure 6-2 C).  
Mass spec analysis showed that that Mtr4 protein within the crystals lacked the N-
terminal region and were cleaved between residues 360 and 390 of Mtr4.  The region 
between 360 and 390 is called the loop region because in the structure of Mtr4 it forms a 
non-structured loop.  Mtr4 constructs with the N-terminus and loop removed have 




 Figure 6-2.  Mtr4 protein crystal growth in the presence of nucleic acid. (A) An Mtr4 
crystal grown in the presence of a 10 nt poly(A) oligomer.  Crystallization conditions are 
displayed below. (B) Crystals grown in the presence of the 37 nt DNA hairpin, conditions 
below.  (C) Gel demonstrating the proteolysis occurring in the Mtr4 + DNA hairpin 




grow well at room temperature and 13°C, however, they do not diffract beyond 10 Å.  
Further optimization of this crystallization condition may allow for diffraction to 
higher resolution.  The duplex nature of the substrate promises to provide many important 
details to Mtr4 RNA binding and unwinding function if a co-crystal structure with the 
hairpin and Mtr4 is determined.  The most obvious place to begin optimization is with the 
nucleic acid substrate.  Crystals were obtained primarily with a DNA sequence but 
subsequent trials demonstrated that in vitro derived RNA hairpin will also promote 
crystallization.   
 Modification of the length and sequence of the 3’ overhang would be a good place 
to begin optimization efforts, followed by modification of the hairpin region.  It is 
possible that the hairpin causes some heterogeneity in the RNA.  An approach where the 
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hairpin is removed and two nucleic acid strands are annealed for crystallization may 
improve diffraction by eliminating the possibility of multiple annealing options in the 
substrate.  Also, a minimal region of Mtr4 has been defined for crystallization.  Further 
exploration of Mtr4 N-terminal truncations may aid in improving the diffraction quality 
of the crystals. In summary, Mtr4 does crystallize with nucleic acid (Figure 6-2) and 
further optimization of the crystallization conditions listed in Table 2.2 in the methods 
chapter may improve the diffraction needed to obtain structural data of Mtr4 with a 
structured nucleic acid substrate. 
 
How does Mtr4 couple ATPase activity to unwinding? 
 Mtr4 possesses RNA dependent ATPase and ATP dependent RNA unwinding 
activities (Bernstein et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008). The Hel308 structure bound to a 
partially unwound duplex DNA (Buttner et al., 2007) provides the molecular model for 
translocation generally accepted in the field for super family 2 helicases containing a 
beta-hairpin and ratchet helix.  The model suggests that Mtr4 works along the backbone 
of the RNA strand in an inch worm mechanism promoted by motions caused by ATP 
binding, hydrolysis and nucleotide release. The model also suggests that motions of 
domain 2 are propagated to domain 4 via surface contacts to provide some processivity to 
the reaction.   The comparison of apo and the RNA/ADP bound structures of Mtr4 
allowed for analysis of possible conformations that occur upon substrate binding (Weir et 
al., 2010).  A comparison of the structures allowed for the identification of residues 
within the core that are likely important for coupling ATPase activity to RNA unwinding.   
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 Several identified residues were mutated expressed and purified as performed for 
wild type protein.  Included were residues Q154 and R547 that interact directly with the 
adenosine ring of ADP.  Q154 binds the N6 and N7 positions of the adenosine ring in a 
bidentate manner and R547 swings about 2 Å to stack with the adenosine ring. The slight 
motion between domain 1 and 2 caused by R547 stacking with nucleotide may be enough 
to promote translocation.  Indeed mutation of Q154 and R457 to alanine significantly  
 
  
Figure 6-3. The ATPase activity of Mtr4 helicase core mutants.  The ATPase activity of 
Mtr4 wild type (WT), and core mutants was determined using a malachite green 
colorimetric assay.  Following methods described in Chapter 4, reactions containing 300 
nM of enzyme and indicated concentration of RNA were initiated with 2 mM 
ATP/MgCl2 and change in absorbance at 620 nm was observed over time.  Shown is the 
rate of release of inorganic phosphate in mM min-1.  The SS-CC sample stands for the 































disrupted the RNA dependent ATPase activity of Mtr4 (Figure 6-3).  How this disruption 
affects unwinding remains to be tested. 
 Several residues that form the conserved motif Ia were targeted for investigation.  
These included P200, S199, and S205.  Alignment with apo Mtr4 demonstrated that P200 
may restrict the rotameric flexibility of the residues of the DExH/D-box motif II.  It 
appears that upon RNA binding P200 shifts towards the D262 and E263 residues, 
sterically inhibiting the rotamers modeled in the apo structure.  To test the hypothesis that 
the bulk of P200 is required for ATP hydrolysis P200 was mutated to a glycine.  The 
P200G mutation demonstrated no ATP hydrolysis activity (Figure 6-3).  Serine residues 
199 and 205 that flank either end of P200 are rotamericaly modeled pointing at each 
other with their representative hydroxyl groups.  The proximity of these residues appears 
to differ between the apo and substrate bound structures and it was hypothesized that 
formation of a disulfide linkage between the residues might constitutively activate or 
deactivate the ATPase/unwinding activity.  The presence of RNA appears to stimulate 
ATPase activity in the S199C/S205C (SS-CC) double mutant in a reducing environment 
(2mM DTT) (Figure 6-3). The mutant remains to be tested in an oxidative environment, 
concurrent with wild type to analyze if the mutation has truly affected the coupling of 
RNA binding to ATPase activity.   
 Helicase core residues that may be involved in interactions between domains 2 
and 4 were also identified, including E420, K484, and H476.  These three residues were 
mutated to alanines and the H476A mutant showed little unwinding or ATPase activity 
when tested. E420A and K484A remain to be assayed for activities.  The ratchet helix 
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residue R1026 is also implicated in motion transfer from domain 2 to domain 4 as well as 
Poly(A) sensing (see below) but mutations of this residue have yet to be made. 
 Several helicase core mutants have been constructed and provide the future 
researcher with a wealth of constructs that can be analyzed biochemically.  Ideally crystal 
structures could be pursued with mutants that show interesting biochemical function in an 
effort to elucidate the detailed molecular mechanism of ATPase and unwinding activities.  
 
How does Mtr4 sense the poly(A) tail of  
RNA substrates? 
 In Chapter 4 it was shown that residue E1033 regulates the unwinding activity of 
Mtr4 and may be involved in sensing substrate characteristics.  To further characterize 
the residues that lie along the RNA binding path, a R1030A mutant has been constructed, 
expressed and purified and is under current kinetic investigation.  R1030A displays 
reduced unwinding compared to wild-type (Figure 6-4B), confirming a functional defect 
suggested by the in vivo studies described in Chapter 4.  We aim to determine the 
unwinding rate constants necessary to evaluate this mutant as well as the 
R1030A/E1033A double mutant and will hopefully wrap our findings into the results 
described in Chapter 4.  Furthermore, in a search for what sequence characteristics 
contribute to the sensing mechanism we probed a RNA substrate with a CCACCA 3’ end 
overhang.  Mtr4 unwound this substrate very poorly (Figure 6-4A) suggesting that the 
mechanism by which Mtr4 recognizes sequence characteristics is more complex than 




Figure 6-4. Probing the substrate sensing mechanism of Mtr4. (A) Wild type Mtr4 
displaces a 32P labeled 16 nt top strand from a poly(A) overhang strand in a robust 
manner (left).  Mtr4 does not displace the top strand from CCACCA overhang strand 
(right). (B) The R1030A mutant displays slow unwinding at 800 nM concentration 
compared to other Mtr4 constructs.  The curves show the calculated fraction unwound 
over time of 32P displacement from a strand containing a poly(A) overhang with E1033A, 
wild type (WT), E1033W and R1030A constructs.  The inset is the displacement 





consisting of cytosines and adenosines is proposed.  The analysis would describe the 
minimum location and identity of nucleotides in the overhang required for unwinding 
enhancement.  Our discovery that a sequence containing cystosines dissuades unwinding 
suggests that a mechanism may be present that causes avoidance of certain substrates. 
The CCA sequence is of particular interest because tRNAs are appended with this feature 
and it may be a mechanism to avoid selection by Mtr4 and/or TRAMP mediated 
degradation pathways. 
 
How does Mtr4 assemble into large exosome  
activating complexes? 
 Mtr4 is the central component to many exosome activating complexes.  These 
complexes are not all equivalent in architecture yet all select specific RNAs for 
degradation by the exosome.  Future studies directed at obtaining crystals structures of 
these intricate machineries are necessary to understand the fundamental questions of how 
these complexes assemble and how the individual components act in concert to recognize 
substrate and activate the exosome.  Currently we have constructs of Mtr4 from S. 
cerevisiae, S. pombe and H. sapiens.  Significant effort has been made to obtain TRAMP 
crystal structures however much can be done to optimize the screens including the use of 
truncation mutants and the addition of RNA substrates.  To date no trials of Mtr4 from S. 
pombe with Cid14 and/or other S. pombe TRAMP components has been attempted.  
Human Mtr4 provids a wealth of opportunities for obtaining a complex structure in that 
hMtr4 not only interacts with a homologous TRAMP complex but also with the NEXT 
complex. We currently have DNA for hMtr4 but are having and the DNA for the human 
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NEXT complex components Rbm7 and Zcchc8.  One notable observation regarding the 
NEXT complex is that within the primary manuscript a WD-40 protein was also 
identified to associate with Mtr4.  Interestingly Ski8 from the Ski2 complex is a WD-40 
protein.  We have expressed and purified Ski8 from S. cerevisiae in our lab and it would 
be interesting to explore if Ski8 can bind Mtr4 and may in fact stabilize complex 
interactions.  
 A very interesting Mtr4-mediated complex is the FFC (FRH-FRQ complex) 
observed in the circadian clock of N. crassa.  We do not have the DNA for the N. crassa 
homolog of Mtr4, FRH.  However, the structure of this complex should be pursued.  
Circadian clocks are observed throughout all eukaryotes, and while it is unclear if Mtr4 is 
involved in the circadian rhythms of higher organisms a structure of the FFC would 
provide needed insight and significant impact to the circadian rhythm field of study.   
 
Conclusion  
 Many opportunities are available for future research with Mtr4 and Mtr4 
homologs.  Mtr4 from S. cerevisiae is amenable to crystallization with nucleic acid and 
with the recent development of the in vitro transcription technique in the Johnson lab the 
sky is the limit for Mtr4-nucleic acid crystallization trials.  A myriad of Mtr4 mutants 
probing core functions have been made and provide the future researcher with a wealth of 
avenues for probing the translocation and sensing mechanisms of Mtr4.  Lastly Mtr4 
assembles into several different protein complexes providing much opportunity for 
protein complex crystallography and biochemical analysis.  It is hoped that this 
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dissertation can provide a framework and direction for future studies that will answer the 
important remaining questions of Mtr4 function.  
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